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Today, a modern security incident and event

and models, and incident response actions. In parallel,

management (SIEM) solution is composed of a data

they seek to improve the operational efficiency of

lake, user and entity behavioral analytics (UEBA), and

their security and inside threat teams. Specifically,

security orchestration and response (SOAR). Modern

they want to reduce engineering effort to deploy

SIEMs, like the Exabeam Security Management

and maintain new solutions and allow analysts to

Platform (SMP), significantly improve organizations’

complete tasks faster.

ability to detect, investigate and respond to attacker
tactics, techniques and behaviors (TTPs). However,
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while these solutions are significant improvements

The Exabeam Cloud Platform is designed to meet

to legacy SIEMs, security teams continue to look for

the current and future needs of security teams by

additional capabilities to keep pace with attackers.

extending the capabilities of the Exabeam SMP.

Security leaders continue to update multi-year plans
that outline how they will further mature their security
operations. To do so, they look to quickly deploy new
applications to protect users, IT and OT devices, and
the cloud. In an ideal world, they seek to augment
existing capabilities without having to vet new vendors
and engage in the related tasks of security audits,

IMPROVE SECURITY MATURITY
The Cloud Platform, a security platform-as-a-service
(PaaS), helps security leaders continuously improve
their security posture by expediting the provisioning
and consumption of new security management
applications, tools and content.

infrastructure sizing etc.

DEPLOY NEW SECURITY USE CASES

To tailor those solutions to their unique needs and to

Architects can quickly implement new use cases by

cover new security use cases, they look to easily add

deploying services based on capabilities unique to

new and custom content like parsers, detection rules

Exabeam including a unique UEBA solution, object
centric workspaces, cloud storage, and data graphing.

IMPROVE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY

In the future, applications will also be available

Productivity is improved as many engineering tasks

from trusted partners. Partners will be able to build

needed to deploy and maintain the infrastructure

applications on the Cloud Platform using Exabeam’s

underlying services are eliminated, while automation

software development toolkit (SDK) or simply sell

and analytics allow analysts to work faster.

them through the marketplace.
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CLOUD STUDIO
The Cloud Studio is a toolbox of free tools for
engineers to use to quickly develop the content they

APPS

TOOLS

CONTENT

need to support new use cases. Available tools include:
•

The Cloud Platform allows security teams to readily

The Exabeam Parser Editor – allows customers
to build parsers that are not available out-of-thebox by uploading a log file and using the simple,
intuitive UI of a self-service wizard.

access applications, tools and content.
REAL-TIME CONTENT UPDATES
APPLICATION MARKETPLACE
The Application Marketplace provides security teams
with a single online location to try, buy and deploy
Exabeam security management applications. Available
applications include:
•

•

The Exabeam Cloud Archive – allows Exabeam
SaaS Cloud customers to establish a second,
cheaper storage tier for the long-term retention of
security without having to endure long search times
or inaccessible storage.

Real-time content updates will allow engineers to
access new parsers, rules and models, dashboards and
certain Exabeam product fixes to extend or deploy
new use cases.
•

Exabeam Content Packs are currently available for
download in the Exabeam online community.

Visit www.exabeam.com/cloudplatform or contact
us at info@exabeam.com to learn more about the
Exabeam Cloud Platform.

The Exabeam Threat Intelligence Service
(TIS) – allows security teams to fully integrate
threat intelligence with correlation rules or
behavioral analysis models to indicate added risk
of notable users and entities. TIS is available to
Exabeam customers at no additional cost.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW EXABEAM CAN HELP YOU, VISIT EXABEAM.COM TODAY.
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